To: DMCA Customers

Subject: Cancelation of late renewal penalties

Dubai Maritime City Authority is pleased to extend its regards and wishes you all the best.

In line with the precautionary measures of the Dubai government to ensure the health and safety of its residents and visitors, and as a contribution to reducing the financial cost to all customers, it has been decided that all licenses issued by the authority that expire within the period starting from the date of 15/03/2020 to 30/06/2020 are considered valid and do not result in any fines as a result of the delay in the renewal during the mentioned period, and this includes licenses for marine crafts and licenses for driving marine crafts.

DMCA will continuously evaluate the situation in coordination with relevant authorities. We appreciate your cooperation and value your cooperation at serving the public interest and protecting the safety and health of society.

For more information in this regards, please contact Call Centre on below channels:

E-Mail: info@dmca.ae
Telephone number: 8008855

Ali Aldaboos
Executive Director—Operations